Introduction
In the Asymmetric Traveling Salesman problem (ATSP), we are given a set V of n points and a cost function c : V × V → R + . The goal is to find the minimum cost tour that visits every vertex at least once. Since we can replace every arc (u, v) in the tour with the shortest path from u to v, we can assume c satisfies the triangle inequality.
The symmetric traveling salesman problem (STSP) is a special case of ATSP in which the cost function is symmetric (i.e. c(u, v) = c (v, u) ). Christofides in 1976 [6] discovered a 3/2-approximation algorithm for STSP. No better approximation algorithm has since been found for the general symmetric metric case. However, polynomial-time approximation schemes have been found when the distances are shortest paths in a planar graph [13, 1] or a bounded-genus graph [7] .
For the asymmetric case, no constant approximation algorithm is known yet even for the special case of planar graph metrics. For the general asymmetric metric Frieze et al. [9] found a log 2 n-approximation algorithm. After subsequent improvements by [3, 14, 8] , Asadpour et al. [2] broke the θ(log n) barrier and obtained an O(log n/ log log n)-approximation algorithm.
In this paper, we give the first constant approximation algorithm for ATSP for metrics that are defined on weighted directed graphs with a bounded orientable genus. This is a very natural special case: consider a metric obtained by shortest path distances in a city with one way streets and a constant number of bridges and underpasses.
The results are in fact more general: we can obtain constant approximation algorithms when the underlying graph of the fractional solution of the Held-Karp linear relaxation can be embedded in an orientable surface with bounded genus. It is easy to see that this is a less strict condition. In fact, it is known that the corner points of the Held-Karp relaxation polytope define very sparse graphs [12] . In practice, they are often planar 1 .
Our result is based on rounding the solution of the Held-Karp linear programming relaxation. Therefore, it also gives a constant upper bound on the integrality gap of the LP. Note that the best-known constructions for lower bounding the integrality gap, by Charikar et al. [5] , are based on directed planar graphs. Similar to Asadpour et al. [2] , our results are based on finding a thin tree of small cost in the fractional solution. However, for finding this thin tree we use a completely different methodology that is mostly based on techniques in topological graph theory. This is interesting also because the conjecture on the existence of such thin trees comes from that literature. For a more detailed discussion see Section 3.
Let us explain the outline of the paper and its main ideas in the next few paragraphs. For the ease of notation, we represent the fractional solution with a multigraph: for some k ≥ n 2 , construct a multigraph G by putting ⌊ x e k ⌋ copies of every edge e between its end points. The resulting graph is at least k-edge connected.
It turns out, (and it is proved using a very delicate argument) that in order to find a constant factor approximation algorithm, it is sufficient to find an α/k-thin spanning tree in G for some constant α. Remember that a tree is ǫ-thin with respect to G, if it does not contain more than an ǫ-fraction of edges of G across any cut.
Let us explain the algorithm for finding a thin tree starting with the special case in which G is planar. Consider G * , the dual of G. First observe that by Whitney's theorem, the dual of every cutset in G is a cycle in G * . Therefore G * has girth at least k. We will use this high-girth dual graph to obtain a combinatorial upperbound on the thinness of the tree: we choose T and its dual T * in such a way that the pairwise distance of the edges of T * in G * is bounded from below by k/α. Then the fraction of edges of every cycle of G * that belong T * will be bounded from above by α/k and therefore, T will be α/k-thin in G.
Unfortunately, as far as we know, there is no equivalent version of Whitney's theorem in surfaces with genus greater than zero. Indeed, even the dual of a graph with high edge connectivity embedded on a torus can have very small cycles. Nevertheless, we will show that with small changes, it is possible to get rid of these small cycles. In particular, for any graph G embedded on an orientable surface with genus γ, it is possible to find a k/2-edge connected subgraph H, such that H * has girth O(k/γ). The details of the algorithm for obtaining H can be found in Section 4.
In Section 5, we explain how to find the thin tree using the embedding of H and its high girth dual. This is possible by iteratively finding long induced paths.
Preliminaries
We need to introduce some notations. Throughout this paper we use a = (u, v) to denote the arc (directed edge) from u to v and e = {u, v} for an undirected edge. Also we use A (resp. E) for the set of arcs (resp. edges) in a directed (resp. undirected) graph.
For a given function f : A → R, the cost of f is defined as follows:
We may use the same notation for a function defined on the edge set E of an undirected graph.
For S ⊂ V, we also define the following sets of arcs:
Similarly, for an undirected graph, δ(S) denotes the set of edges with exactly one endpoint in S. Given an instance of ATSP corresponding to the cost function c : V × V → R + , we can obtain a lower bound on the optimum value by considering the following linear programming relaxation defined on the complete bidirected graph with vertex set V:
This relaxation is known as the Held-Karp relaxation [15] , and its optimum value, which we denote by OPT HK , can be computed in polynomial time (either by the ellipsoid algorithm or by reformulating it as a polynomially-sized LP). Let x be a feasible solution of Held-Karp relaxation (1) . We incorporate the definition of thinness from [2] with a slight modification.
Definition 2.1 We say that a set S ⊆ E is α-thin with respect to x, if for each set U ⊂ V,
where S(U, U) is the set of the edges of S that are in the cut (U, U). Also we say that S is (α, σ)-thin with respect to y, if it is α-thin and moreover,
The definition of thinness can be extended naturally to any undirected graph. Let G(V, E) be a weighted graph with cost function c(e). A subset S ⊆ E is α-thin with respect to G, if for each set U ⊂ V, |S(U, U)| ≤ α|G(U, U)|, and we say S is (α, σ)-thin with respect to G, if it is α-thin and c(S) ≤ σc(G).
A few definitions from topological graph theory
We also need to recall some of the concepts in topological graph theory. By a surface, we mean a compact connected 2-manifold without boundary. It is well known that all surfaces are classified into the sphere with γ handles (denoted by S γ ) or the crosscaps (denoted by N γ ) and are called orientable and nonorientable surfaces respectively. In this definition, γ represents the genus of the surface.
An equivalent definition for the genus of an orientable surface is the maximum number of disjoint simple closed curve which can be cut from the orientable surface without disconnecting it. Throughout this paper by a surface we mean an orientable surface, and all the theorems have been proved for orientable surfaces.
An embedding of a graph G into a surface Σ, is a homeomorphism i : [19] .
Let G(V, E) be a graph embedded on a surface Σ. A set S ⊆ E on Σ is separating if Σ − S is disconnected; otherwise S is called nonseparating. For instance, the definition of orientable genus implies that any set of γ(Σ) + 1 disjoint cycles of G is separating. Typically the concept of a curve being separating is defined on the cycles of G, but here we extend that definition naturally to any subset of edges of G.
Suppose that we have embedded G on a surface Σ. The geometric dual of G on Σ, G * , is defined similar to the planar graphs. Particularly, The vertices of G * correspond to the faces of G. The edges of G * are in bijective correspondence e → e * with the edges of G, and the edge e * joins the vertices corresponding to the faces containing e in G. Note that if G is cellularly embedded in Σ, G * will be cellularly embedded in Σ and it does not have any loops.
We define edge compression to be deletion in the dual. That is compressing an edge e of G is an operation that produces the graph (G * − {e}) * . We borrow this definition from Klein where it is made only for planar graphs [17] . We denote the result as G/{e}. If e is not a self-loop in G then the effect of compressing e in G is to contract e as shown in the top left diagram of Figure 1 . The thick line represents the edge to compress.. If e is a self-loop in G, there are two possible cases
• e is not a cut-edge in G * . In this case e is a non-separating cycle in G. The effect is to duplicate v, as shown in the top right diagram in Figure 1 ; one copy has as incident edges those that are left of e and the other copy has the edges on the right side of e.
• e is a cut-edge in G * . In this case if e is not the only edge incident to either of its endpoints then the effect is to duplicate v, as shown in bottom left diagram of Figure 1 ; one copy has as its incident edges those edges that in G are incident to v and enclosed by e, and the other copy has as its incident edges those edges that in G are incident to v and not enclosed by e. On the other hand, if e is the only edge incident to one of its endpoints in G * , the effect is to delete e as shown in bottom right diagram.
Thin trees, Goddyn's conjecture and ATSP
Our results are inspired by a conjecture by Goddyn [10] on the existence of thin trees.
Conjecture 3.1 (Goddyn [10] ) There exists a function f (ǫ) such that, for any 0 < ǫ < 1, every f (ǫ)-edge connected graph has an ǫ-thin spanning tree.
He noted that the above conjecture for f (ǫ) = 2 ǫ −2 implies the notoriously difficult Jaeger's conjecture [16] on the existence of nowhere-zero flows. Here, we just state the Jaeger's conjecture Figure 1 : examples of compression and refer the reader to Seymour [20] for more information.
This problem has several reformulations and refinements. Jaeger's original formulation was in terms of nowhere-zero flows. The conclusion of this conjecture is equivalent to G having circular flow number at most 2 + 1/k. Jaeger's conjecture has not been proved for any positive integer k. For k = 1, this is Tutte's 3-flow conjecture. For planar graphs, the conjecture is proved only for k = 1 (Grötzsch's theorem).
Note that Goddyn's conjecture implies a weaker version of Jaeger's conjecture in which 4k is replaced by an arbitrary function of k (i.e. f ( 1 2k+1 )). Even this version is still open [11] . Goddyn's conjecture is intimately related to the asymmetric traveling salesman problem and the integrality gap of Held-Karp relaxation. This is established by Asadpour et al. [2] through the following theorem: Theorem 3.3 (Asadpour et al. [2] ) Assume that we are given an (α, s)-thin spanning tree T with respect to the LP solution x of cost c(x ) ≤ C×OPT HK . Then we can find a Hamiltonian cycle of cost no more than (2α + s)c(x ) = C(2α + s)OPT HK in polynomial time.
The above theorem relies on a stronger notion of thinness which takes into consideration the cost of edges. In this paper, we make this connection more concrete. k -thin spanning tree T 1 , in G 1 , and remove its edges. Call this new graph G 2 . Note that each cut (U, U) of G 1 will lose at most
thin spanning tree T 2 in G 2 . The inequality holds by the monotonicity assumption on g(k). Remove the edges of T 2 to obtain a (k−2g(k))-edge connected graph G 3 .. Repeat this algorithm on
Because G i is a spanning subgraph of G 1 , any spanning thin tree of G i will be spanning and thin in G 1 . Moreover, since
k -thin spanning tree in G 1 . Among the selected trees find the one with the smallest cost. Let T i be that tree. We have
The main corollary of the above proposition is that Goddyn's conjecture implies constant integrality gap of the Held-Karp relaxation of ATSP. In particular, any counter example showing that the integrality gap of ATSP is above 6, yields a counter example for Goddyn's conjecture in its strong form, that is the form that implies Jaeger's conjecture. Furthermore, an algorithmic proof of Goddyn's conjecture implies a constant factor approximation algorithm for ATSP. The main result of this paper is to prove Goddyn's conjecture on graphs with bounded orientable genus. Previously, a similar result was proved only for Jaeger's conjecture by Zhang [23] . Since Goddyn's conjecture implies Jaeger's conjecture with the same parameters, our result can be seen as a strengthening of [23] .
Theorem 3.6 For every orientable surface Σ, there exists a function f Σ such that, for any ǫ > 0, every f Σ (ǫ)-edge connected graph G embedded in S has an ǫ-thin spanning tree.
More precisely, in Theorem 5.1, for every k > 1, we provide a polynomial-time algorithm that finds an α/k-thin spanning tree in a k-edge connected graph embedded on an orientable surface with genus γ. α is only a function of γ. Therefore, we also have a constant factor approximation algorithm for ATSP when γ is constant.
Theorem 3.7 Suppose, we are given a fractional solution x of the Held-Karp relaxation (1) whose underlying graph can be embedded on an orientable surface with bounded genus. Then there is a polynomial-time algorithm that finds a hamiltonian cycle with the cost that is within a constant factor of the cost of x.
Proof: Let x be a feasible solution of LP (1) that can be embedded on a surface Σ with genus γ. Round down the fractions in x to the nearest multiple of 1/n 2 and compute the integral weighted 3 2 n 2 -edge connected graph H. Mohar [18] 3 n 2 )-thin tree T * in H. Consequently, using Theorem 3.3 we can find a Hamiltonian cycle of cost no more than
in polynomial time. If surface Σ has bounded genus, α will be a constant.
Since Theorem 5.1 can find a 10/k-thin spanning tree in a k-connected planar graph, as a special case we can find a 40-approximation of minimum ATSP tour in a planar directed graph. A better optimization of parameters will lead to a factor 22.5-approximation algorithm.
Remark 3.8 It is worth noting that the genus of an extreme point solution of Held-Karp relaxation instance with n vertices can be as large as Ω(n). In fact, for any r, it is possible to construct an extreme point on r 2 vertices that has K r as a minor. Such an extreme point can be obtained by the same construction as Carr and Vempala [4, Theorem 3.5] applied to K r .
Increasing the girth of dual
Suppose that G(V, E) is a planar graph and G * is its geometric dual. By Whitney's thoerem [22] , S ⊆ E is a cutset (minimal cut) in G if and only if S * is a cycle in G * . Therefore, if G is k-connected, the girth of G * would be at least k. The goal of this section is to extend this theorem to graphs embedded on surfaces with higher genus. As we will see in the next section, the girth of G * plays an important role in finding a thin tree in G.
Unfortunately, this extension is not straightforward. Indeed, if G has a genus larger than zero, the dual may have very small cycles. As we will show in the rest of this section, with a bit of changes in G we may get rid of these small cycles, and we can obtain a connected graph whose dual has a large girth. The following theorem which is the main theorem of this section shows that there is a polynomial time algorithm for obtaining such graphs.
Theorem 4.1 Let G be a k-edge connected graph embedded on an orientable surface Σ with genus γ > 0, and G * its geometric dual. There is a polynomial time algorithm that deletes some of the edges of G, and obtain a new graph H with the dual H * such that H is k/2-edge connected and girth(H * ) ≥ k/8γ.
The first step in proving the above theorem is to observe the following elementary fact: although the dual of one cycle in G * may not be a cut in G as the cycle can be non-separating, the dual of γ + 1 disjoint cycles in G * would make a separating set and therefore it contains a cut of G. We will need an extension of this property for a set of cycles that are partially disjoint. A sequence of cycles C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C l in a graph G is said to be non-degenerate if for each
In what follows we show that any non-degenerate sequence of at least 4γ cycles make a separating set too. Indeed, we will pay the constant 4 for replacing disjointness with non-degeneracy. Theorem 4.2 Let G be a graph embedded in an orientable surface Σ with genus γ > 0, and let S = C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C l be a non-degenerate sequence of l cycles.
In the proof we use a result proved by Skoveria [ 
21, Theorem 1]. A graph G(V, E) has a nonseparating embedding in an orientable surface Σ if and only if γ(Σ) ≥ (β(G) + ξ(G))/2, where β(G) = |E(G)| − |V(G)| + 1 is the cyclomatic number of G and ξ(G) is the betti deficiency number of G.
The betti deficiency number of a graph G, is equal to the sum of the betti deficiency numbers of its connected components. Also ξ(G) of a connected graph G, is equal to the minimum number of connected components with odd number of edges taken over all co-trees of G. For example, if G is a cycle we have ξ(G) = 1.
Proof: The graph F defined as the union of cycles, is a subgraph of G, so it has an embedding on Σ. Assume the contrary is true, and F has a non-separating embedding in Σ while l ≥ 4γ. In order to obtain a contradiction, we need to show that (β(F) + ξ(F))/2 > γ.
Let F 1 be a subgraph of F that contains all the connected components of F that are just a cycle, and F 2 be the other components. Moreover, let l 1 be the number of cycles of S contained in F 1 and l 2 be the number of cycles in F 2 . Thus, l = l 1 + l 2 . As the betti deficiency number of a cycle is 1 and F is the union of disjoint cycles, we have ξ(F 1 ) = l 1 . Moreover, since the number of edges and vertices of a cycle is equal, β(F) = β(F 2 ). Therefore,
Let κ be the number of connected components of F 2 . Because each connected component of F 2 is not a cycle, it must be the union of at least 2 cycles of S, which means κ ≤ l 2 /2. Furthermore, F 2 itself defines a non-degenerate sequence of cycles, i.e., each new cycle of F 2 has an edge that does not belong to previous cycles. Removing those edges does not reduce the number of connected components of F 2 . So, the cyclomatic number of the resulting graph is at least −κ + 1. Therefore, the cyclomatic number of
Combining this with inequality (3), we have
which is a contradiction.
The following lemma, shows that the dual of a separating set contains a cut. This lemma together with Theorem 4.2 extends the cut cycle duality to a non-degenerate sequence of cycles.
Lemma 4.3 Let G be a graph embedded in an orientable surface Σ, and let G * be its dual. Also, let S * ⊆ E(G * ) be a set of edges in G * and S be its corresponding edges in G. If S * is a separating set in G * , S contains a cut of G.
Proof: If S * is a separating set in G * , the surface Σ ′ = Σ − S * is disconnected, and each face of G * lies in one connected component of Σ ′ . Therefore, each vertex of G lies in one connected component of Σ ′ . Let A be the set of vertices in one connected component of Σ ′ and B be its complement.
Consider all edges between A and B. Since G is connected, this set is non-empty. Furthermore, each edge e in that set intersects S * and therefore its dual belongs to S * . This implies that S contains all the edges of the cut between A and B in G.
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
Proof: [Theorem 4.1] If the girth of G * is bigger than k/8γ we are done, Otherwise run Algorithm 1 and compute H and H * .
Algorithm 1 Constructing a high girth dual
Input: A k connected graph G embedded in a surface Σ and its dual G * . Output: A k/2 connected graph H and its dual H * where girth(
Find a cycle C i of length less than k/8γ in G * . If there no such cycle, terminate the algorithm and return G and G * .
3:
Compress the edges of C i in G * and delete the corresponding edges from G (i.e. set G = G − C i and G * = G * /C i . 4: end for 5: return G and G * It is easy to see that the algorithm runs in polynomial time. Also, note that the total number of edges that this algorithm removes from G is at most k/8γ × 4γ = k/2. Thus H is k/2-edge connected.
Therefore, we only need to prove is that girth(H * ) ≥ k/8γ. Note that if the algorithm terminates in step 2, we are done. So suppose that we have run the loop 4γ times, and we have selected a sequence of 4γ cycles, C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C 4γ each of them of length less than k/8γ. Each C i is a cycle in G * after a subset of edges are compressed. Therefore, it can be extended to a cycle C ′ 
C i is separating. That implies that its dual F contains a cut in G. However, G is k connected, and we have |F| ≥ k. This contradicts the assumption that the length all C i 's is less than k/8γ.
Constructing a thin-tree
In this section we provide a polynomial time algorithm for finding a thin spanning tree in a k-edge connected graph G embedded on an orientable surface Σ with bounded genus.
Theorem 5.1 Assume that we are given a k-edge connected graph G(V, E). Suppose that we have an embedding of G onto an orientable surface Σ with genus γ > 0. There is a polynomial time algorithm that finds a 16γ(4+2 log (2γ+3/2)) k -thin spanning tree in G. Moreover, if Σ is a sphere (i.e. γ = 0), there is polynomial time that finds a 10/k-thin spanning tree in G.
The following lemma that we use as a key tool in the this section in finding a thin tree, relates the thinness of a set of edges in a graph G to the distance of the corresponding edges in the dual G * .
Lemma 5.2 Let G be a graph embedded on a surface Σ and G * its geometric dual with girth g > 1. Also let T be a set of edges in G, and T * the corresponding edge set in G * . If the distance of each pair of edges of T * is at least m and m ≤ g, T is 1/m-thin in G.
Proof: We observe that the dual of a cut in G is a union of edge disjoint cycles in G * . Consider a cut S = (U, U) in G. Since girth(G * ) > 1, there does not exist a loop in G * , which means no facial walk of G has two copies of an edge. Now, if S has an odd number of edges of a face of G we can find a path P in that face such that P ∩ S = ∅, while the endpoints of P are in different side of the cut, which is impossible. Therefore, S has an even number of edges in each face of G. Thus S * makes an even subgraph 2 in G * . Therefore, we can partition S * into some edge-disjoint cycles C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C l .
Because the distance of each pair of edges in T * is at least m, the edges of T * in each cycle are far apart. In particular, T * can not have more than max(1, ⌊length(C i )/m⌋) edges in C i . Therefore,
Note that the equality holds by the assumption length(C i ) ≥ g ≥ m. Thus the number of edges of T in the cut (U, U) is no more than ⌊|(U, U)|/m⌋ and T is a 1/m-thin.
The above lemma is only applicable in finding a thin tree in graphs with bounded genus. This is because in this method, we are only able to prove an upperbound on the thinness that is at most the inverse of girth of the dual.
On the other hand, if a graph has high edge connectivity and large genus, its dual will have several short cycles and it seems unlikely that we can remove them using a method similar to Algorithm 1. For example, consider the dual of a complete graph of size n. The number of vertices of this graph will be of O(n 2 ). Furthermore, the degree of each vertex in that graph is at least 3. Therefore, it will have many cycles with length logarithmic in n.
Considering Lemma 5.2, our goal is to find a a set of edges in the dual graph G * that are sufficiently far. We will do this by finding long threads iteratively and selecting one edge from thread.
A thread in a graph G is a maximal subgraph of G which is
• a path whose internal vertices all have degree 2 in G and its endpoints have degree at least 2, or
• a cycle in which all vertices except possibly one have degree 2.
The following theorem proved by Goddyn et al. [11] , is the key idea in proving the existence of a large thread in H * .
Theorem 5.3 (Goddyn et al. [11] ) Let G be a graph with minimum degree 3 embedded on an orientable surface Σ with genus γ, and let g be the girth of G. Then
In the rest of this section we use α := 4 + 2 log 2 (γ + 3 2 ).
Lemma 5.4 Let G be a graph with minimum degree 2 and girth g. If G can be embedded on an orientable surface Σ with genus γ, Then G has a thread of length g/α.
Proof: We prove that each connected component of G has such a long thread. So assume that G is a connected graph. If G is a cycle, then it has length at least g, and we are done. Otherwise, consider the graph G ′ obtained from G by replacing each thread in G with an edge. Trivially this operation removes all the vertices of degree 2 in G and preserves the degree of other vertices. Thus G ′ has minimum degree 3. As G can be embedded on Σ, and G ′ is just a minor of G, G ′ can also be embedded on Σ. Therefore, by the previous theorem we have
Consider a cycle C ′ in G ′ , Since G ′ is a minor of G, C ′ corresponds to some cycle C in G. Since length(C) ≥ g, and each edge of C ′ is a result of contraction of some thread in C, C ′ must contain an edge which is the result of contracting a thread of length g/α in G. Consequently, G has a thread of length g/α.
Let G be a graph with girth g that can be embedded on a surface Σ with genus γ. Algorithm 2 selects a set of edges of G with pairwise distance at most g/2α. It is very simple: while there exists an edge in G, it finds a thread P of length g/α and adds the middle edge of the thread to a set T and deletes all the internal edges of P. The algorithm deletes the degree 1 vertices because by Lemma 5.4 the remaining graph will have a long thread.
Algorithm 2 Finds a set of far apart edges in a graph embedded on a surface Σ Input: A graph G with girth g embedded on an orientable surface Σ with genus γ. Output: A set T of edges where the pairwise distance of edges is at least g/2α. 1: T ← ∅ 2: while there exists an edge in G do 3: while there exists a degree one vertex in G do
4:
Delete all the degree one vertices with their incident edges.
5:
end while
6:
Find a thread P of length at least g/α. Add the middle edge of P to T.
7:
Delete all the edges of P in G. {Deletion of a cycle may create a degree 1 vertex.}; 8: end while 9: return T The next lemma shows the correctness of the algorithm Lemma 5.5 The pairwise distance of the edges in T returned by Algorithm 2 is at most g/2α.
Proof: The proof is by induction on the number of edges of G. Suppose that the algorithm works correctly on graphs with less than m edges. If G contains a degree 1 vertex v, we delete that in step 4 and obtain a new graph G ′ in which the algorithm works correctly. However, by adding v to G ′ the distance of selected edges does not decrease and we are done.
On other hand, if G does not have a degree 1 vertex, it should have a thread of length g/α. Let P be the thread selected in step 6, and let G ′ = G − P. By the induction hypothesis the algorithm works correctly in G ′ . Let T ′ be the selected edges in G ′ and e be the middle edge of P. Because the internal vertices of P are degree 2 vertices in G, e has distance at least g/2α from the endpoints of P. As e is the only edge in P that belongs to T, the distance of e to the edges of T ′ is at least g/2α. Therefore, the pairwise distance of edges of T is at least g/2α.
Let G be a k-edge connected graph embedded on a surface Σ with γ > 0 as specified in Theorem 5.1 and G * its geometric dual. Furthermore, lets H and H * be the result of running Algorithm 1 on G. Let T * be the result of running Algorithm 2 on H * with girth k/8γ. By Lemma 5.2 the dual edges of the set T * , say T, is 16γα k -thin in H and G. The next lemma shows that T is connected in each connected component of H. As H is a connected graph, T will be a connected spanning subgraph of H. Lemma 5.6 Let G be a graph embedded on a surface Σ with genus γ and G * its geometric dual. Also let T * be the result of running Algorithm 2 in G * . The dual of the set T * , T is spanning and connected in each connected components of G.
Proof: Consider a non-empty cut S = (U, U) in G, and let S * be its dual. We show that T contains at least one edge in this cut.
First we need to show that S * contains a cycle. If every face of G contains an even number of edges of S, S * is an even subgraph and contains a cycle. Otherwise, some face of G contains an odd number of edges of S. In this case this face has two copies of an edge e of S. Therefore, the dual of e, e * is a loop which means S * contains a cycle.
Let C be a cycle in S * . We observe that Algorithm 2 selects at least one edge in each cycle. Let e be the first edge of C deleted in the algorithm. Before deleting of e the degree of each vertex of C is at least 2. Thus e was already deleted in step 7 as a part of a thread P. Since all the internal vertices of P are degree 2 vertices, P should be a part of the cycle C. Therefore, the middle edge of P is an edge of C, and S * contains at least one edge of C. Run Algorithm 1 on G and G * and compute H and H * .
3:
Run Algorithm 2 on H and H * and compute the set T. 4: else
5:
Run Algorithm 2 on G and G * and compute the set T. 6 : end if 7: return a spanning tree of T.
Trivially, the algorithm is polynomial in n and k. By Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6, if γ > 0 the set T is an spanning connected subgraph of H, and is 16αγ k -thin. Thus an spanning tree of T will be a 16αγ k -thin spanning tree of G. Moreover, if G was a planar graph (i.e. γ = 0), the girth of its dual is at least k. Therefore, tree T is 
